
The Challenge

Whether to prepare and protect your organization for litigation and e-discovery, to comply with 
regulatory obligations, or simply to keep an immutable historical record of changes to your website, 
Financial Services organizations need to keep accurate records of what was published online and 

when. 

The Solution

Web Archive enables you to archive all your web content automatically and securely. You can 
capture complete websites or individual Web pages in their original format, providing the precise 

record of what was published online at any specific point in time. Web pages are archived and 

rendered in your browser with their original look and feel, interactive elements remain functional and 

links between pages are preserved, all helping you to bring dormant web experiences back to life.
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Your eyes into what’s changed and when.

DATA SHEET

Key Benefits

Dynamic website reconstruction

Automatic capture and time stamps

Multiple view and export formats; PDF, screenshot (jpg) or text

Fast, powerful search. Full-text, historical search and browsing

Advanced page comparison features

Customizable capture frequency

Simple Onboarding and user experience

Designed for supervision and e-discovery



Key use cases

Satisfy the requirements of FINRA, SEC, FTC or other 
regulatory bodies by preserving your full range of web 
content complete with original context. Web Archive 
supports everything from Squarespace-designed to 
custom websites and other media platforms including 
Trulia, Vimeo, YouTube and more to ensure there are no 
gaps in compliance.

Meeting compliance obligations

Enable your legal teams to spend more time focused on 
case preparation and less about data collection. Web 
archives can be securely downloaded to a PC, encrypted 
and saved to a portable media device, or imported into a 
third-party legal review platform.

Addressing legal & e-discovery requirements

Mark archived pages as reviewed, flag pages for violation 
or for further review, and add notes to document steps of 
the supervision process. Provide proof of supervision 
with a full audit trail of every action taken within the 
archive. Automatically summarize changes on any page 
being archived, including third-party sites.

Supervising web content

Snapshots of archived content enable fast 
and simple navigation within your archive, 
while the ability to render each page and 
its contents in its original format creates an 
immersive review experience.

From HR matters to potentially fraudulent claims, having 
an accurate record of web content is a key component of 
getting to the truth. Preserve dynamic views into web 
content as it originally appeared and find and compare 
web content easily and effectively across different points 
in time.

Carrying out internal investigations and protecting 
against false claims

Maintain a snapshot of the funds displayed on your 
website for any given day, preserve a record of house 
prices over time or mortgage lender reviews with 
powerful search and easy review functionality.

Capturing specific content including funds, house 
prices and personal reviews
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